The connection between the convergence of wind tunnel balance load iterations and the existence of the primary gage sensitivities of a balance is discussed. First, basic elements of two load iteration equations that the iterative method uses in combination with results of a calibration data analysis for the prediction of balance loads are reviewed. Then, the connection between the primary gage sensitivities, the load format, the gage output format, and the convergence characteristics of the load iteration equation choices is investigated. A new criterion is also introduced that may be used to objectively determine if the primary gage sensitivity of a balance gage exists. Then, it is shown that both load iteration equations will converge as long as a suitable regression model is used for the analysis of the balance calibration data, the combined influence of non-linear terms of the regression model is very small, and the primary gage sensitivities of all balance gages exist. The last requirement is fulfilled, e.g., if force balance calibration data is analyzed in force balance format. Finally, it is demonstrated that only one of the two load iteration equation choices, i.e., the iteration equation used by the primary load iteration method, converges if one or more primary gage sensitivities are missing. This situation may occur, e.g., if force balance calibration data is analyzed in direct-read format using the original gage outputs. Data from the calibration of a six-component force balance is used to illustrate the connection between the convergence of the load iteration equation choices and the existence of the primary gage sensitivities. = normal force at the aft normal force gage of the balance p = distance between the normal force gages of the balance P = percent contribution of a coefficient of the regression model of a gage output P M = total pitching moment at the balance moment center P M1
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Nomenclature

AF
= axial force b1, b2
= coefficient of the regression model of a gage output, defined in Ref. [1] , Eq. (3.1.3) B 1 = square matrix; consists of linear terms that are on the principal diagonal of C B 2 = square matrix; consists of linear terms that are not on the principal diagonal of C c1, c2, · · · , c6 = coefficient of the regression model of a gage output, defined in Ref. [1] , Eq. (3.1.3) C = regression coefficient matrix; saves regression coefficients of fitted gage outputs C 1 = square matrix; consists of linear terms of matrix C C 2 = rectangular matrix; consists of absolute value and non-linear terms of matrix C d1, d2 = coefficient of the regression model of a gage output, defined in Ref. [1] , Eq. (3.1.3) F = part of matrix G that consists of loads G = load matrix; saves regressors used for the least squares fit of gage outputs H = part of matrix G that consists of absolute value and non-linear terms i = index of a gage output -or-index of a primary gage load j = index of a load component k = index of a load component K = capacity of a primary gage load of a balance n = number of load components of a balance N F = total normal force N 1 = normal force at the forward normal force gage of the balance N 2 = normal force at the aft normal force gage of the balance p = distance between the normal force gages of the balance P = percent contribution of a coefficient of the regression model of a gage output P M = total pitching moment at the balance moment center P M1
= pitching moment at the forward pitching moment gage of the balance P M2
= pitching moment at the aft pitching moment gage of the balance q = distance between the side force gages of the balance ΔR = strain-gage output difference vector R1 = output of the forward normal force gage R1 = output of the forward pitching moment gage R2 = output of the aft normal force gage R2 = output of the aft pitching moment gage R3 = output of the forward side force gage R3 = output of the forward yawing moment gage R4 = output of the aft side force gage R4 = output of the aft yawing moment gage R5, R5 = output of the rolling moment gage R6, R6 = output of the axial force gage R1 , R2 , · · · , R6
= transformed gage outputs RM = rolling moment SF = total side force S1
= side force at the forward side force gage of the balance S2 = side force at the aft side force gage of the balance Y M = total yawing moment Y M1
= yawing moment at the forward yawing moment gage of the balance Y M2
= yawing moment at the aft yawing moment gage of the balance ξ = iteration step index
I. Introduction
Different approaches are used in wind tunnel testing to predict wind tunnel balance loads from the measured electrical output of strain-gages. The so-called Iterative Method is often selected because it closely follows the experimental approach that is used to calibrate a strain-gage balance. The Iterative Method derives a regression model from calibration data such that the calibration loads are treated as "applied" or "independent" variables and the strain-gage outputs are treated as "measured" or "dependent" variables. Therefore, as loads are the "independent" variables of the regression analysis problem, load iterations have to be performed so that loads can be predicted from the measured gage outputs during a wind tunnel test (see Refs. [1] and [2] for a detailed discussion of the Iterative Method and the load iteration process).
The balance load iterations may or may not converge depending on (i) the quality and format of the original calibration data set and (ii) the regression model of the gage outputs. Therefore, it is critical to understand factors that influence the convergence characteristics of the load iterations in order to prevent a divergence of the iterations during calibration data analysis and wind tunnel test applications.
Four major factors are known to influence the convergence characteristics of the load iteration scheme that the Iterative Method uses for the prediction of balance loads from measured gage outputs: (i) the iteration equation choice, (ii) the load format, (iii) the gage output format, and (iv) the combined influence of the non-linear terms of the regression model of the gage outputs. In addition, to complicate matters further, experience has shown that often the combination of these influence factors and not a single factor by itself determines if load iterations converge or diverge. Therefore, a systematic study was performed at the NASA Ames Balance Calibration Laboratory to better understand the connection between the different influence factors and the convergence behavior of the load iterations.
During the study it became clear that the four major influence factors can be reduced to two. This 2 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics simplification is possible because the load and gage output formats are directly linked to the existence of the "primary gage sensitivities" of the balance data set. In addition, the role of influence factor (iv) can easily be understood as, by design, the load iteration scheme iterates in the neighborhood of a linear guess of the final solution. Therefore, it only works if the combined contribution of all non-linear terms of the regression model of the gage outputs is very small when compared with contributions from the linear terms.
In the next sections the remaining two influence factors, i.e., the iteration equation choice and the primary gage sensitivity, are discussed in more detail. Then, data from the calibration of a balance is used to illustrate the connection between the load iteration convergence and the two influence factors.
II. Iteration Equation Choices
The application of the Iterative Method in wind tunnel testing is supported by two load iteration equation choices. Either choice may be selected to predict wind tunnel balance loads from measured strain-gage outputs. Both iteration equation choices are constructed from the same global regression solution of the balance calibration data. Therefore, the two iteration equations will lead to the same predicted load values as long as the iterations themselves converge.
Unfortunately, the load iterations do not always converge. Detailed investigations at the Ames Balance Calibration Laboratory showed that situations exist when only one of the two iteration equations leads to convergence. These investigations confirmed that the difference in the convergence behavior is directly related to a limitation that is hidden in one of the two iteration equations. It is necessary to compare individual components of each iteration equation in more detail to better understand this limitation. Table 1 below lists the two iteration equations that are used in the aerospace testing community. A detailed derivation of the iteration equation of the Primary Load Iteration Method, i.e., Eq. (1) in Table 1 , may be found in Refs. [1] and [3] . The related derivation of the iteration equation used by the Alternate Load Iteration Method, i.e., Eq. (2) in Table 1 , is given in Ref. [4] . For simplicity, the nomenclature introduced in Refs. [1] , [3] , and [4] in used in Table 1 .
Both iteration equations, i.e., Eq. (1) and (2), share a common assumption: the linear terms of the regression model of the strain-gage outputs are by far the most dominant terms. This assumption can be quantified by computing the so-called percent contribution of each term of the regression model of the gage outputs (the calculation of the percent contribution is explained in detail in the appendix). 
ITERATION METHOD ITERATION EQUATION
Primary Load Iteration Method
changes for each iter. step (1) Alternate Load Iteration Method
changes for each iteration step (2) Comparing Eq. (1) with Eq. (2) it can be seen that each iteration equation has parts that depend on the load estimate of the previous iteration step and parts that are constant. Parts that depend on the load estimate of the previous iteration step are identified in Eqs. (1) and (2) by a subscript with the iteration step index ξ. The magnitude of these changing parts has to be significantly smaller than the magnitude of the constant parts for the iteration scheme to converge. Consequently, the convergence behavior of the load iteration process is directly connected with the magnitude of the constant part of the iteration equation.
Equations (1) and (2) in Table 1 show the constant part of each iteration equation choice. The constant part is also the first load estimate when the iteration process starts. The constant part of the first iteration equation equals the product of the inverse of matrix C 1 with the strain-gage output difference vector ΔR. Similarly, the constant part of the second iteration equation equals the product of the inverse of matrix B 1 with the strain-gage output difference vector ΔR. Square matrix C 1 and square matrix B 1 consist of parts of the regression coefficient matrix C. Matrix C has the regression coefficients that are the result 3 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics of the regression analysis of the balance calibration data. Matrix C 1 consists of all linear terms of the regression coefficient matrix C. Matrix B 1 , on the other hand, consists of only the linear terms on the principle diagonal of the regression coefficient matrix C. All off-diagonal elements of matrix B 1 are zero. Therefore, the linear terms on the principle diagonal of the regression coefficient matrix C must be the dominant regression model terms in order for the second iteration equation choice, i.e., Eq. (2), to converge. Fortunately, the first iteration equation choice, i.e., Eq. (1), does not have this limitation.
Both the influence of terms on the principle diagonal of the matrix B 1 and the convergence behavior of iteration equation (2) can directly be related to the existence of the primary gage sensitivities. Therefore, a new definition for the existence of the primary gage sensitivity of a balance calibration data set is discussed in the next section. This definition may be used to investigate the convergence behavior of the load iterations.
III. Primary Gage Sensitivities and Calibration Data Format
Studies performed by the author showed that the chosen combination of the load and gage output format of the balance calibration data set has a direct influence on the convergence behavior of the load iteration equations that are listed in Table 1 . The selection essentially determines (i) which primary gage sensitivities of the balance gages exist and (ii) which iteration equation choice converges.
In principle, the primary sensitivity of a balance gage is defined as the partial derivative of a primary balance load with respect to the corresponding gage output. This definition assumes, of course, that the physical behavior of the balance is dominated by first order linear terms. Consequently, primary gage sensitivities can often be approximated by the coefficients on the principle diagonal of the data reduction matrix. We get, for example, the following set of sensitivities for a force balance calibration data set that is given in force balance format:
The iteration equations, as indicated in the previous section, will only converge if matrices C 1 and B 1 use the dominant coefficients that are contained in the regression coefficient matrix C. The first (primary) iteration equation, i.e., Eq. (1), is structured such that this requirement is always fulfilled for a typical balance data set. Therefore, the first iteration equation and its convergence behavior are independent of the load and gage output format combination that is chosen for the calibration data analysis.
The situation is different for the second (alternate) load iteration equation, i.e., Eq. (2). It assumes that the dominant term of the regression coefficient matrix C is identical with the values on the principle diagonal of the linear part of the matrix. These values are the inverse of the primary gage sensitivities.
An important connection between the primary gage sensitivities and the load and gage output format combination of the calibration data exists that may be used to diagnose iteration convergence problems. This connection can be better understood if the different format choices are reviewed. Table 2 below shows typical load formats may be selected for the analysis of balance calibration data. 
NF, SF, AF, PM, Y M, RM
The load formats can easily be transformed from one format to another by using load transformations that are listed in Ref. [6] for both a force and a moment balance. Table 3 below shows different gage output formats that can be defined by using (i) the load transformation given in Ref. [6] and (ii) an assumed near-linear relationship between original loads and gage outputs. The transformed gage outputs neglect small differences that may exist between the constants of proportionality of related load and gage output sets. It is important to point out that the primary gage sensitivity of a balance gage only exists if the original (or transformed) gage output is directly proportional to the original (or transformed) balance load as the balance is traditionally assumed to be a first order linear device. For a force balance, for example, this means that the gage output R1 of the forward normal force gage is proportional to the normal force component N 1 at the forward normal force gage. This condition, of course, is fulfilled whenever a force balance is analyzed in its "design" load format, i.e., in force balance format. The condition is also fulfilled if a moment balance is analyzed in moment balance format, or, a direct-read balance is analyzed in direct-read format.
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The linear connection between load and gage output needs to be evaluated to determine if the related primary gage sensitivity exists. The following criterion is used at NASA Ames for that purpose:
Empirical Criterion for the Non-Existence of the Primary Gage Sensitivity
The primary sensitivity of a balance gage does not exist if one of two conditions is fulfilled: Condition 1 -The standard deviation of the linear fit of the gage outputs versus the corresponding primary gage load is greater than 5 % of the gage output range. Condition 2 -The difference between the linear estimate of the sensitivity and the value from the data reduction matrix is greater than 10 %.
Ultimately, all balance loads need to be transformed to the direct-read format so that aerodynamic loads on a wind tunnel model can correctly be interpreted. This transformation takes place either before or after the balance loads are processed using the Iterative Method. In most cases, the transformation is applied after the completion of the load iteration so that calibration data of a balance can be processed in its "design" format. Some balance users, however, prefer to apply the transformation of the balance loads from the "design" format to the direct-read format before the regression analysis of the balance calibration data takes place. Then, gage outputs of a force balance, for example, are fitted as a function of transformed loads in direct-read format. Consequently, four of the six gage outputs of a six-component balance are no longer proportional to the primary gage load. In other words -four of the six primary gage sensitivities no longer exist as a result of applying the load transformation to direct-read format before the regression analysis of the calibration data is performed. Therefore, the Iterative Method will no longer converge if the more limited second (alternate) iteration equation choice (Eq. (2)) is used. The first (primary) iteration equation choice (Eq. (1)), on the other hand, is independent of the load transformation to direct-read format and will still converge. The situation changes again if the gage outputs are also transformed to direct-read format as outlined in Table 3 . Then, all primary gage sensitivities exist again and both load iteration equations converge. Table 4 below summarizes the connection between load and gage output format, primary gage sensitivity, iteration equation choice, and the convergence behavior of the Iterative Method for a force balance. Table 5 summarizes the connection between load and gage output format, primary gage sensitivity, iteration equation choice, and the convergence behavior of the Iterative Method for a moment balance. (METHOD USES EQ. (1)) (METHOD USES EQ. (2)) EXIST ?
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A balance calibration data set example is discussed in the next section to illustrate the connection between the convergence of the Iterative Method and the existence of the primary gage sensitivities.
IV. Discussion of Example
A. General Remarks
Data from the calibration of the NASA Ames MK40 balance was selected to illustrate the connection between the convergence behavior of the load iterations and the existence of the primary gage sensitivities. Figure 1 shows the MK40 balance. The MK40 is a six-component TASK balance that measures five forces and one moment (N 1, N 2, S1, S2, AF , RM ). It has a diameter of 2.5 inches and a total length of 17.31 inches. Table 6 shows the load capacity of each load component. The calibration of the balance was performed using the "hand load" method. A total of 164 data points were taken in 16 load series. The balance loads were corrected for the weight of the balance shell, calibration body, and other hardware before the regression analysis started so that a common calibration data set could be used for the current investigations. Then, the tare corrected calibration data was analyzed using the different load and gage output format combinations that were listed in Table 2 and Table 3 . A quadratic plus a simple absolute value term was chosen as the regression model for all data sets that were analyzed.
B. Analysis Results for Loads and Outputs in Original Format
In a first step the calibration data was processed in the original load and gage output format. Figure 2 shows the strain-gage outputs R1 and R2 plotted versus the corresponding loads N 1 and N 2. In this case the linear connection between load and gage output is immediately apparent. Figure 3a shows the fitted regression coefficients of the six gage outputs. Figure 3b shows the corresponding percent contributions. It can clearly be seen that the six terms on the principle diagonal of the matrix dominate the regression model (they have a percent contribution of 100 %). Figure 4a shows the data reduction matrix that was derived for the Primary Load Iteration Method from the regression coefficient matrix shown in Fig. 3a . Figure 4b shows the result of the load iteration process. As expected, the iterations show excellent convergence. Figure 5a shows the data reduction matrix that was derived for the Alternate Load Iteration Method from the regression coefficient matrix shown in Fig. 3a . Figure 5b shows the result of the load iteration process. Again, as all primary gage sensitivities exist, the iterations show excellent convergence.
C. Analysis Results for Loads in Direct-Read Format
In the next part of the study the original balance loads were transformed from force balance to directread format. The load transformation was performed by using the following relationships (from Ref. [6] ): 6 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
The gage outputs remained unchanged. Figure 6a shows the original outputs R1 and R2 plotted versus the transformed loads N F and P M. In this case the linear connection between load and gage output no longer exists. Therefore, the primary gage sensitivities of the two gages can no longer be defined. The same observation was made when the outputs R3 and R4 were plotted versus the transformed loads SF and Y M. The remaining two load components, i.e., AF and RM , were not transformed and still show a clear linear relationship to the corresponding gage outputs (see Fig. 6b ). Figure 7a shows the fitted regression coefficients of the six gage outputs. Figure 7b shows the corresponding percent contributions. It can be seen that four of the six fitted gage outputs no longer have a single dominating term on the principle diagonal. Gage output R1, for example, has a percent contribution of 100.00 % for N F and a percent contribution of 52.38 % for P M. Figure 8a shows the result of the load iteration process for the Primary Load Iteration Method. As expected, the iterations show excellent convergence because the convergence of the Primary Load Iteration Method is independent of the existence of the primary gage sensitivities. Figure 8b shows the result of the load iteration process for the Alternate Load Iteration Method. This time the iterations diverge because the convergence of the Alternate Load Iteration Method requires the existence of all primary gage sensitivities.
D. Analysis Results for Loads and Gage Outputs in Direct-Read Format
In the last part of the study both the original balance loads and the original gage outputs were transformed from force balance format to direct-read format. The load transformation are listed above. The corresponding gage output transformations to direct-read format can be summarized as follows: Figure 9a shows the transformed outputs R1 and R2 plotted versus the transformed loads N F and P M. Now, the linear connection between load and gage output exists and the primary gage sensitivities of the two gages can be defined. The same observation was made when outputs R3 and R4 were plotted versus the transformed loads SF and Y M. Figure 9b shows the percent contribution of the fitted regression coefficients of the six gage outputs. It can be seen that all six fitted gage outputs have a single dominating term each on the principle diagonal. All off-diagonal terms have a significantly smaller influence on the fitted gage outputs. Figure 10a shows the result of the load iteration process for the Primary Load Iteration Method. Fig-7 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics ure 10b shows the result of the load iteration process for the Alternate Load Iteration Method. As expected, both iteration methods show excellent convergence because all primary gage sensitivities of the balance exist in the chosen load and gage output format.
V. Summary and Conclusions
The connection between the existence of the primary gage sensitivities and the convergence of the iteration equation choices used by the Iterative Method was investigated. First, basic elements of the two iteration equation choices, i.e., Eqs. (1) and (2), were reviewed. Then, an "empirical" criterion was presented that may be used to determine wheather or not the primary gage sensitivities of a balance calibration data set exist. Finally, the convergence characteristics of the two iteration equation choices were compared for different combinations of load and gage output formats. Data from the calibration of a force balance was used to demonstrate important connections between the format combinations and the convergence characteristics.
The study illustrated that both load iteration equations converge for typical balance calibration data sets as long as (i) all primary gage sensitivities exist, (ii) a good regression model is used for the analysis of the gage outputs, and (iii) the combined influence all non-linear terms is small when compared with the linear terms. It was also shown that the iteration equation of the Primary Load Iteration Method, i.e., Eq. (1), is more widely applicable and less restricted than the iteration equation of the Alternate Load Iteration Method, i.e., Eq. (2). Only the iteration equation of the Primary Load Iteration Method, for example, will converge if not all primary gage sensitivities of a data set exist. This situation typically occurs whenever a force or moment balance calibration data set is analyzed in direct-read format using the original gage outputs.
Appendix -Definition of the Percent Contribution
The percent contribution describes the contribution of each term of the regression model of the gage outputs to the total fitted value, expressed as a percentage of the contribution of the principle diagonal term. It is used to assess the degree of linearity of the regression model of the gage outputs. In addition, some analysts use the "empirical" percent contribution threshold of 0.05 % to identify terms in the model that make a very small contribution to the fitted gage outputs.
The percent contribution is defined as the ratio of two numerical values. This ratio is expressed as a percentage. The percent contribution only depends on (i) the known capacities of the load components of the balance and (ii) the regression coefficients that are the result of the regression analysis of the balance calibration data. For convenience, the regression coefficient nomenclature introduced in Ref. [1] , Eq. (3.1.3), may be used to illustrate the calculation of the percent contribution. Then, the first numerical value can be expressed as the product of the regression coefficient of the primary linear term "b1(i, i)" of the regression model of the gage output with the capacity "K(i)" of the related balance load component. We get:
Equation (5) defines the reference value that is used to investigate the linearity of the regression model of the gage output. It is the denominator of the ratio that defines the percent contribution. The numerator of the ratio, on the other hand, is the product of the investigated regression coefficient with the related regressor variable value that is obtained by using the load capacities as applied loads. Now, the percent contribution of the ten math term type groups defined in Ref. [1] , Eq. (3.1.3), can be summarized as follows:
where j = 1, · · · , n and k = j + 1, · · · , n. The numerator of the percent contribution, i.e., Q(i), depends on the gage output index i. It changes whenever the index of the gage output changes during the calculation of the percent contribution.
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